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Total hip replacement is one of the most successful operations
of the 20th century and is currently performed in 70 000 patients
a year in the UK,1 250 000 a year in the United States, and one
million worldwide. In an attempt to improve wear resistance
and to allow bone conservation through hip resurfacing, metal
on metal bearings were re-introduced in the 1990s.2. These are
made of cobalt chromium alloys, and in some series metal hip
resurfacing has shown excellent results in the younger and most
active patient groups.3 Several other designs were introduced,
and hip resurfacing became popular with patients through the
internet as a younger person’s solution to arthritis that allowed
high activity levels. It was used in 10% of hip arthroplasties in
the UK between 2006 and 2009 and in 50% of all hip
replacements in patients younger than 50 years.1

Problems with hip resurfacing that were initially reported
included raised blood cobalt and chromium ions,4 loosening of
components,5 hip fracture,6 and soft tissue reactions around the
hip.7 In an attempt to overcome the fracture problem and to
extend the use of large diameter metal on metal bearings to
those not suitable for hip resurfacing, metal resurfacing type
bearings were introduced on total hip replacement stems.8 These
large diameter metal on metal total hip replacements had a lower
theoretical rate of dislocation. In fact, metal on metal bearings
were used in up to 35% of all total hip replacements in the
United States in 2009.9
The commonest symptoms of adverse reactions to metal debris
are pain, swellings around the hip, and loss of function with
reduced exercise tolerance and onset of limp. Soft tissue
swellings, fluid collections or “bursas” may be noticed in the
groin, buttock, or laterally. Pain and symptoms in patients with
metal on metal hips should be investigated and referred to an
orthopaedic surgeon. Normal causes of pain should be excluded
as for any hip replacement (infection, component loosening,
lysis/wear, pain referred from another source). Full clinical
assessment should be accompanied by investigations including
radiographs, full blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate,
and C-reactive protein. Cross sectional magnetic resonance
imaging using metal artefact reduction sequences or ultrasound
should also be performed to look for fluid collections (common)

or solid masses (rare) around the implants. Hip aspiration and
injection may be helpful.

Blood should be taken for cobalt and chromium ion
measurements; again this is best done as part of an orthopaedic
assessment. In asymptomatic patients with well functioning
metal on metal implants, levels of these ions are low, typically
around 2 parts per billion (µg/L or ng/mL).4 In the UK the
Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
has suggested that patients with levels of cobalt or chromium
ions above 7 parts per billion should be further investigated and
ion measurements repeated as part of closer follow-up.10 But
measurements may also need to be repeated in asymptomatic
patients with levels between 3 and 7 parts per billion,
particularly in those with large diameter metal on metal total
hip replacements, perhaps at 6-12 months.11 There is evidence
that levels are higher in the first 6-12 months after insertion of
a metal on metal bearing as it beds in (run-in wear) and then
they fall, in some patients.12

As yet, the level of cobalt or chromium at which revision surgery
is advised has not been clearly defined.13 Blood metal ion levels
are therefore an adjunct in assessing metal on metal hip function
at present. Clinicians are used to assessing the value of a
laboratory test and are familiar with uncertainty and the use of
several pieces of evidence to finalise a clinical decision.
It is agreed that revision surgery should be performed in patients
with substantial pain, worsening pain, limp, or poor function.
Similarly, it should be considered in those with rising blood
metal ions, increasing fluid collections or masses, or very large
fluid collections around the hip.13

The risk to patients of failing metal on metal implants is a
progressive inflammatory response leading to tissue necrosis
around the hip. All joint replacements using conventional
bearings of metal on polyethylene, ceramic on polyethylene, or
ceramic on ceramic will wear and may fail, with debris
generating different adverse responses. These include metallosis,
osteolysis, loosening and dislocation.14 The difference with
metal on metal bearings seems to be the potential to develop
necrosis and cell death in tissues around the hip. They can occur
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with all metal on metal bearings in both hip resurfacing and
total hip replacements. They are more likely in women, with
small component sizes (in hip resurfacing), with particular
implants, with raised blood metal ions, and in components that
have come to lie in suboptimal positions. If a painful metal on
metal hip is revised before substantial soft tissue damage then
the outcome is likely to be excellent.15 If substantial tissue
damage occurs then revision surgery is associated with poorer
function and higher rates of complication including limp and
dislocation.16

Hip resurfacing with components that have proven track records
still seems to be an effective and safe treatment in the truly
active under-55 age group, with favourable hip anatomy with
component survival rates of 97-98% at 10 years in men and
only slightly less in carefully selected women.3However, adverse
metal reactions can still be seen in this group.

Not all patients know whether they have a metal on metal
bearing; all patients with a hip resurfacing do and a minority of
patients with total hip replacements do. This information is
recorded at the hospital where the operation was performed and
also centrally in the UK on the National Joint Register, which
is accessible through the hospital.
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In 2010 one of the available implants was withdrawn worldwide
(the ASR hip resurfacing and the ASR XL THR, Depuy,
Warsaw, Indiana, USA) because of higher than expected rates
of failure.17 The company has agreed to fund all investigations
and revision surgery. It has been the focus of much media
interest and patients are understandably concerned.

In the absence of pain with a metal on metal bearing, no
investigations are needed other than an annual assessment and
the prompt reporting of new symptoms. The MHRA guidelines
included four situations in which to test blood for metal ions:
pain or symptoms associated with metal on metal bearings;
radiological features associated with adverse outcomes including
component position or small component size; concerns of the
patient or surgeon about the bearing; and concerns about a cohort
of patients with higher than expected rates of failure.
The MHRA has suggested follow-up for five years for all metal
on metal implants and for the life of the prosthesis in patients
with the withdrawn ASR /ASR XL devices. Patients who have
painful metal on metal implants should be reviewed by their
orthopaedic surgical team as above. The decision on whether
to revise the hip remains a clinical one between the patient and
the surgeon, guided by the above investigations. The British
Orthopaedic Association recommends a second opinion if there
is uncertainty. The revision surgery may be difficult and
complex in the presence of substantial soft tissue damage and
should probably be performed by revision hip specialists with
experience in this area.
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Currently the advice of the British Orthopaedic Association and
British Hip Society to surgeons is that large diameter metal on
metal total hip replacements should not be performed until more
is known about their mode of failure (13% revision rate by 5
years on the UK National Joint Register), except in exceptional
circumstances.
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